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a b s t r a c t
A series of [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings with different bilayer numbers n = 5, 10, 25, 50, and 100 were deposited on stainless steel substrate AISI 304 by a lateral rotating cathode arc technique in a ﬂowing nitrogen atmosphere. The composition and microstructure of the coatings have been analyzed by using energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and conventional and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM). XRD analysis shows that the preferential orientation growth along the (111) direction is reduced in
the multilayer coatings. TEM analysis reveals that the grain size of the coatings decreases with increasing bilayer
number. HRTEM imaging of the multilayer coatings shows a high density misﬁt dislocation between the TiN and
TiAlN layers. The cross-plane thermal conductivity of the coatings was measured by a pulsed photothermal reﬂectance technique. With increasing bilayer number, the multilayer coatings' thermal conductivity decreases
gradually. This reduction of thermal conductivity can be ascribed to increased phonon scattering due to the disruption of columnar structure, reduced preferential orientation, decreased grain size of the coatings and present
misﬁt dislocations at the interfaces.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In order to improve the performance and service life of cutting and
forming tools, nitrides of binary metal alloy coatings are coated on
them resulting in a higher hardness and toughness. Ti-based hard coatings (e.g. TiN and TiAlN) are well known hard coatings in industry applications, typically deposited by physical vapor deposition [1,2]. TiAlN
shows excellent mechanical properties, such as high hardness, oxidation resistance and excellent thermal stability [3,4]. Controlled deposition of the thin ﬁlm allows producing multilayer materials with
unique mechanical and physical properties. Knutsson et al. reported
that the hardness of TiAlN/TiN multilayer coatings was higher than
the single layer and increases with decreasing multilayer period [5]. It
has been shown that multilayer TiN/TiAlN coatings are superior to single layer TiN and TiAlN coatings in many mechanical properties [6].
Besides the protection requirement against wear and oxidation, the
thermal properties, and especially the thermal conductivity of hard
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coatings play an important role in their performance. For instance, materials with high thermal conductivity are required for electronic devices in order to dissipate heat, and act as a heat sink. Materials with
low thermal conductivity are required for hard coatings and barrier
coated elements in order to reduce the heat transport from the hot to
the cold sides, and act as heat insulation. In high-speed machining, hot
forging and casting, the temperature at the tool–chip interface moves
up and this affects various tooling parameters (e.g. materials softening
[7], friction condition and tool deformation [8]) and coating formation
and properties (e.g. oxidation rate, hardness and thermal conductivity).
A lower thermal conductivity of the hard coating is desired as a barrier
layer to delay the temperature rising on the tool substrate materials and
redirects heat ﬂow into the chip and to dissipate the heat from the chip.
This effect helps to reduce heat transport to the metallic components
and thereby protects the tools against thermal overload [9–11]. Recently, it was reported that nano-multilayered TiAlN/Cu coatings have better
cutting performance due to the lower thermal conductivity of nanomultilayered AlTiN/Cu than single layer TiAlN [12].
In our previous works [13,14], room temperature thermal conductivity values of a series of TiAlN coatings with a different Al/Ti atomic
ratio and TiAlSiN nanocomposite coatings with different (Al + Si)/Ti
atomic ratios on an AISI 304 substrate have been measured by pulsed
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Table 1
Ti and Al content in the TiN and TiAlN layers in the multilayer coatings.
Layer

Ti content (at.%)

Al content (at.%)

TiN
TiAlN

44.8 ± 2.8
20.5 ± 2.7

–
30.4 ± 3.0

photothermal reﬂectance technique (PPR). The results showed that the
thermal conductivity of the TiN coatings decreases rapidly with Al incorporation and also it was found that the nanocomposite TiAlSiN coatings' thermal conductivity decreases with increasing (Al + Si)/Ti atomic
ratio. In the present work, we investigate the thermal conductivity of
TiN/TiAlN multilayer coatings, and demonstrate that it is lower than
the thermal conductivity of TiN and TiAlN coatings. Moreover, it will
be shown that the thermal conductivity depends on the coatings' microstructure and number of layers.
2. Experimental methods
[TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings with a thickness of about 1.2 μm
were grown onto a mirror-ﬁnished AISI 304 stainless steel substrate
(with a dimension of 25 × 25 × 1 mm3 and surface roughness of
10 nm) using a lateral rotating cathode arc (LARC) technique, which
has been described in detail elsewhere [15]. For deposition of the
multi-layer coatings, one elemental Ti and Al cathodes were employed
in this work. These two cathodes are laterally rotating during the coating deposition. At ﬁrst, the substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in a
series of alkaline solutions, washed in deionized water, and dried by nitrogen gas blowing and further dried in an oven at 100 °C. Then the precleaned substrates were mounted on a carrousel substrate holder which
rotated continuously around the vertical central axis at a speed of
12 rpm. The coating deposition was conducted in a ﬂowing pure nitrogen atmosphere with a working pressure controlled at 1.5 Pa. During
the deposition, a negative bias of −70 V was applied to the substrate,
and the substrate temperature was controlled at 480 °C. In order to
control the composition of the as-deposited coatings, the direct current
applied on the two cathodes, IAl and ITi was ﬁxed at 120 A and 50 A, respectively. For depositing the [TiAlN/TiN]n multilayer coatings, the DC

current applied on the Al cathode was turned on and off periodically.
The total deposition time is ﬁxed at 60 min, and the time to deposit
each layer is 30/n min. We have prepared a series of ﬁve [TiN/TiAlN]n
multilayer coatings with bilayer number n equal to 5, 10, 25, 50, and
100. The corresponding bilayer thickness ranges then from about
240 nm to 12 nm. Two TiN and TiAlN single layer coatings were deposited under identical conditions on the AISI 304 substrate as well. The DC
current of the Al cathode IAl for TiN deposition was ﬁxed at 0 A.
The crystalline structure of the coatings is analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD). The XRD measurements were performed on a Burker AXS
D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer by using a Cu Kα radiation (λ =
1.54178 Å, 40 kV, 40 mA) under θ–2θ scan mode in a 2θ range from
30° to 80°.
Sample preparation for cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observation was performed using a focused ion beam DA300 system from
FEI. TEM images were taken on the cross-section microstructure of the
coatings using a Tecnai X-TWIN system from FEI, working at 200 kV.
The dark ﬁeld STEM images were taken using a Fischione high angle annular dark ﬁeld detector. The chemical composition was measured by
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis together with
STEM imaging. Full quantiﬁcation EDX analysis was performed using
TEM Imaging and Analysis software.
HRTEM imaging was used to identify the misﬁt dislocation between
the layers in the multilayer coating based on fast Fourier transformation
(FFT) and geometric phase analysis (GPA). FFT and GPA of the high resolution micrographs were analyzed with Digital Micrograph software
(version 3.11.1 Gatan). Bragg ﬁltered image is generated by applying a
spot mask to spots in the FFT of the HRTEM images. Afterwards, the
FFT image was inverse Fourier ﬁltered.
In order to characterize the thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the coatings, the PPR method was used. First, a 1.0 μm thick gold
ﬁlm was deposited on the surface of the samples to enhance thermal absorption. A Nd-YAG laser (532 nm), operated in pulsed mode, with 7 ns
full width at half maximum pulse duration, spot size (diameter of the
laser beam on the gold layer) of 3 mm and pulse energy of 5 mJ was
used to strike the sample and induce a temperature change at the surface of the samples. A 1 mW HeNe laser with 632.8 nm wavelength focused at the center of the pump spot with a 20 μm spot size to monitor

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-deposited (a) TiN and TiAlN single layer coatings and (b) [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings with different bilayer numbers n.
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the changes in the beam reﬂected from the gold surface using a photodiode connected to a 125 MHz pre-ampliﬁer. The temperature excursion of the metal surface e(r,z,t) (i.e., the temperature rise above the
ambient temperature T0, as a function of the vertical direction z, the
radial direction r, and time t) is measured through the temperature
dependence of the metal's reﬂectivity. Since for most metals the
thermoreﬂectance coefﬁcient is about constant [16], the intensity of
the reﬂected probe beam is inversely proportional to the gold surface
temperature. By capturing the intensity proﬁle of the reﬂected probe
beam, the surface temperature excursion proﬁle can be obtained and
the relaxation rate of the proﬁle is dependent on the thermal properties
and thermal resistance of the underlying layers.
Because the effective thermal diffusion length and the spot size of
the probe beam are much smaller than the spot size of the excitation
beam, the measurement can be completed before any signiﬁcant lateral
heat diffusion occurs [14]. Therefore, the heat conduction problem can
be modeled as one dimensional vertical heat diffusion in the threelayer (Au/[TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer/AISI 304) structure.
3. Results and analysis
Table 1 shows the EDX values of the Ti and Al content in the TiN and
TiAlN layers in the multilayer coatings deposited with the LARC system
with a bias voltage of −70 V at 480 °C. In order to measure the Ti and Al
content in the multilayer stack (TiN and TiAlN layers), an EDX line scan
analysis with 1 nm step size was performed along the vertical direction.
Then the atomic ratio data were averaged in each layer. Fig. 1(a) shows
the XRD patterns of the TiN and TiAlN single layer coatings deposited on
AISI 304. The Al to Ti atomic ratio in the TiAlN coating is about 1.50. The
diffraction peaks indicate that the TiN and TiAlN coatings were crystallized into a rocksalt-type cubic structure with the two strong Bragg
peaks corresponding to the (111) plane (including the second order
peak (222) for TiN), showing a preferential orientation growth along
these orientations [17]. Ikeda et al. [18] studied the microstructure of
TiN and TiAlN using XRD analysis and they reported also that with addition of Al to the TiN structure, the lattice parameter of the TiN coating
monotonically decreases with increasing amount of Al atoms.
Fig. 1(b) shows the XRD patterns of the [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings deposited on AISI 304 with different bilayer number of 5, 10, 25, 50
and 100. The XRD patterns show a fcc structure of the coatings with two
peaks at (111) and (200) corresponding to the TiN (111) and (200)
planes. The intensity of the peaks in multilayer coatings is lower than
the intensity of the peaks in the TiN single layer.
Fig. 2(a) shows a TEM cross-sectional image of as deposited single
layer TiN deposited on AISI 304 by the LARC system. A columnar structure of TiN is clearly observed in the TEM image with a grain size of
around 110 nm in width. A TEM cross-sectional image of an as deposited
[TiN/TiAlN]100 multilayer is shown in Fig. 2(b) as well. The periodic dark
and bright layers in the TEM images are the TiN and TiAlN layers, respectively. Because of the lower scattering factor of Al, the TiAlN layer
appears slightly brighter than the TiN layer [19]. The image displays
the polycrystalline layers with columnar grains that grew through the
multilayer cross section with around 50 nm wide columns.
Fig. 3(a) shows a HRTEM image of the [TiN/TiAlN]100 multilayer
coating along the b110 N zone axis and the corresponding FFT in the
inset. A magniﬁed and IFFT ﬁltered image of the region indicated by
the white square in Fig. 3(a) is shown in Fig. 3(b). The FFT pattern reveals the fcc crystalline structure of the multilayer coating. GPA analysis
was also carried out on the region indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 3(b),
as shown in Fig. 3(c). The corresponding IFFT image of one family of
planes is presented in Fig. 3(d). The dislocation can be clearly recognized as extra half planes which are indicated by “T” symbols. The misﬁt
dislocations are shown along the interface in both the GPA map and IFFT
image. The misﬁt dislocations form because of the lattice mismatch between the TiN and TiAlN layers and the Al content in the TiAlN layer, respectively. Suzuki et al. [20] reported that the lattice mismatch between

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) as-deposited TiN and (b) a [TiN/TiAlN]100 multilayer deposited on AISI 304 substrate by the LARC system.

the TiN and TiAlN (with Al/Ti atomic ratio of about 1.0) coatings deposited by the cathode arc technique is about 1.4%. Fig. 4 shows a cross sectional STEM of as deposited [TiN/TiAlN]5 and [TiN/TiAlN]100 multilayer
coatings. It can be observed that the columnar grain size reduces in
width and in length by increasing the number of layers.
The normalized surface temperature proﬁles for the Au/[TiN/
TiAlN]n/AISI 304 structure with two different bilayer numbers 5 and
100 are shown in Fig. 5. In order to obtain the thermal conductivity
and diffusivity of multilayer coatings, the temperature proﬁle was ﬁtted
by a three layer heat conduction model, described in our previous works
[21–23]. In the curve ﬁtting process, three parameters (i.e., the thermal
conductivity of the gold and [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings, and the
thermal diffusivity of [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings) were varied
and a least square optimization method was applied to minimize the
difference between the normalized surface temperature proﬁle and
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Fig. 3. (a) High resolution TEM image of a [TiN/TiAlN]100 multilayer coating along the b110N direction. The corresponding fast Fourier transform (FFT) is shown in the upper right inset
showing the fcc structure. (b) Magniﬁed and inverse FFT of the region indicated by solid lines in (a) showing the atomic arrangement along the interface. (c) GPA map of the region indicated by the black dashed lines in (b) showing the position of the misﬁt dislocations at the interface as hot spots. (d) Inverse FFT of one family of planes to show the existence of dislocations indicated as extra half planes. Dislocations are shown by “T” symbols.

the three-layer model. The obtained average thermal conductivity for
the gold ﬁlm is 253 W/mK.
Fig. 6 displays the thermal conductivity of as deposited [TiN/TiAlN]n
multilayer coatings as a function of the bilayer number. The thermal conductivity values of TiN and TiAlN single layer coatings are shown in the
graph as well. It is observed that the thermal conductivity of TiN decreases rapidly with incorporation of Al in the TiN structure. The obtained
thermal conductivity of the [TiN/TiAlN]5 multilayer coating is 4.92 W/mK
and the thermal conductivity decreases to 3.25 W/mK for the coating
with bilayer number of 100. The thermal diffusivities of the TiN and
TiAlN single layers and [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings as a function of
the bilayer number are shown in Fig. 7. A similar behavior is observed

Fig. 4. Scanning cross sectional TEM images of multilayer [TiN/TiAlN]n coatings on AISI 304
substrate for a bilayer number n equal to 5 (top) and to 100 (bottom).

for the thermal diffusivity, i.e., it decreases with increasing bilayer
number.

4. Discussion
The dominant heat carriers in non-metallic crystalline solids are
phonons. The mean free path of a phonon (MFP) is proportional to the
thermal conductivity of materials based on kinetic theory [24]. Phonons
scatter by impurities, dislocations, defects, and boundaries in the crystal
lattice and phonon scattering determines the MFP. Impurity atoms,
which can be introduced in the form of an alloy, in the lattice will
change the acoustic impedance Z = ρν, where ρ is the density and ν
is the speed of sound. Note that the speed of sound depends on the elastic stiffness of the chemical bond. When the incident phonon meets a
change in the acoustic impedance, it will scatter and this leads to a
lower thermal conductivity.

Fig. 5. Normalized surface temperature excursion proﬁle of the as-deposited [TiN/TiAlN]n
multilayer coatings with bilayer numbers n = 5 and n = 100.
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Fig. 6. Thermal conductivity of the as-deposited TiN, TiAlN single layers and [TiN/TiAlN]n
multilayer coatings on AISI 304 substrate with different bilayers.

The effective thermal conductivity of multilayer coatings is determined by the thermal conductivity of each layer and the thermal
boundary resistance between the layers. Defects such as misﬁt dislocations are formed between the layers when there is a mismatch between
the lattice constants of the layers. Phonons are scattered by defects in interfaces between the layers, resulting in a reduced thermal conductivity.
It was reported that the thermal conductivity of a multilayer ﬁlm can be
smaller than that of their alloys and decreases with increasing number
of layers [25,26].
The XRD analysis shows that the microstructure of the TiN and TiAlN
coatings strongly depends on the Al content. TiN shows a strong (111)
diffraction peak with preferential orientation growth. TiN has a columnar structure as shown in Fig. 2(a) and this structure is very favorable
to transfer heat in the cross-plane direction. The columnar structure
and large grain size are responsible for the high thermal conductivity.
With incorporation of Al into the TiN fcc structure, the intensity of the
(111) peak reduces suddenly and the preferential orientation is
disrupted. A previous study on the effect of incorporation of Al in the
TiN structure demonstrated that Al is preventing the formation of the
columns [27], resulting in a ﬁner nanocrystalline structure. When the
grain size of the coating is of the same order as the MFP, the grain
boundaries play an important role to determine the thermal

Fig. 7. Thermal diffusivity of the as-deposited TiN, TiAlN single layers and [TiN/TiAlN]n
multilayer coatings with different bilayer numbers on AISI 304 substrate.
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conductivity [28]. For smaller grain size of TiAlN, both the MFP and
the thermal conductivity of the ﬁne-grained TiAlN coatings drastically
decrease [13].
The (111) diffraction peak is weakened in multilayer coatings, such
that the preferential orientation growth reduces in these coatings.
HRTEM imaging and GPA were applied to examine the quality of the interfaces between the layers. Misﬁt dislocations are formed in the interfaces between the TiN and TiAlN layers because of strain energy due to
lattice-mismatched multilayer growth [29,30]. By increasing the number of layers, the misﬁt dislocation density increases in the multilayer
coating and phonon scattering increases at the interfaces of layers,
resulting in a reduced thermal conductivity. The STEM observation of
the two multilayer coatings with bilayer numbers of 5 and 100 conﬁrmed that the columnar structure growth and grain size decrease
with increasing number of layers. The multilayer deposition prevents
the formation of the columns and results in a ﬁner nanocrystalline
structure. The phonon scattering increases in grain boundaries, and
thus the MFP reduces, which results in a decreasing thermal conductivity of multilayer coatings. When increasing the bilayer number in the
[TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer coatings, the decrease in thermal conductivity
can be attributed to disruption of the columnar structure, and the increased phonon scattering at the interfaces of layers and grain
boundaries.

5. Conclusion
A series of [TiN/TiAlN]n multilayer and a single layer TiN and TiAlN
coatings were deposited on a stainless steel AISI 304 substrate by a lateral rotating cathode technique. The PPR technique was used to measure the cross-plane thermal conductivity of the coatings at room
temperature. The obtained thermal conductivity for single layer TiN
and TiAlN shows that the incorporation of Al in the TiN structure reduces the thermal conductivity signiﬁcantly. XRD analysis and TEM imaging reveals that the preferential orientation growth along the (111)
direction reduces in the coatings and that the grain size decreases
with increasing the bilayer number. The HRTEM images and GPA
maps of multilayer coatings show extensive defects at the interfaces between the TiN and TiAlN layers because of strain energy due to latticemismatched multilayer growth. The decrease in grain size and increase
in misﬁt dislocation density in the multilayer coating are responsible for
reducing heat transport in the coatings with increasing bilayer number.
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